OPEN HOUSE!!
Let's get together! Are your children
gone?? Let's take advantage of that!!
Stop by my home, drink some
champagne, and check out my current
collection of art ... art that could be
yours!
Available Times:
Tuesday, September 14, 10-2
Wednesday, by appointment
Thursday, September 16, 10-2
Please note, if these dates/times don't
work for you, I'm always happy to set
up an appointment. Just reach out!

Click Here to Browse
our Inventory

Help Us Welcome Some NEW ARTISTS!
Phill Hopkins
Phill Hopkins is known for the
multifaceted nature of his practice,
which encompasses drawing, painting,
printmaking, photography, sculpture
and installation.
Working in a wide range of media, from
the traditional to the unconventional,
Hopkins has created a body of work
that, while remarkably diverse, is firmly
rooted within a complex and coherent
artistic strategy.

Phil Hopkins, Crossing I, ink on paper, 11.7 x
8.3 in // LINK

Phil Hopkins, Crossing II, ink on paper, 11.7 x
8.3 in // LINK

Cat Rigdon

Cat Rigdon is a painter and fiber artist
based in both Dallas, Texas and London,
England. Cat grew up in Cyprus during the
late 1990s and early 2000s, and the
island’s strong tradition of folk art and
naturalism is reflected in her work.

Cat graduated from Texas State University
in 2014 and was a Decorative Arts
Specialist and Cataloger for Heritage
Auctions. She was awarded The Clare Hart
DeGolyer Memorial Fund Award through the
Dallas Museum of Art in 2016 and has
shown with multiple galleries in Dallas. Her
works explore the mythology of Cyprus and
her family’s sudden emigration.

Cat Rigdon, Enkomi 1897,0401.1260/945, 2021,
acrylic on paper, 15 x 11 in // LINK
Cat Rigdon, Enkomi 1897,0401.1293,
2021, acrylic on paper, 10 x 7 in // LINK

Natalie Love Winters
Natalie Love Winters lives in Raleigh, N.C., with her
husband, three children and two pups.
She works in acrylics and loves to play with color.
Through the layers she creates, the colors she mixes
and the textures that work themselves onto each
canvas, she reflects her life, emotions, and
experiences.
Every piece evokes memories from each stage of her
life: growing up in South Florida, coming into her own
in Brooklyn, N.Y., and starting a family in North
Carolina.

Natalie Love Winters, Joanie, 2021, acrylic on
paper, 11 x 8.5 in // LINK

Natalie Love Winters, Morning Light, 2021,
acrylic on paper, 11 x 8.5 in // LINK

LeCrue Eyebrows

LeCrue Eyebrows is a self-described
artist and storyteller. "My art is always
one step ahead of its meaning," he
says. "It is complex, yet at the same
time has an effortless appeal because it
resonates with a broad range of
viewers instantly."
Born and raised in New York City,

LeCrue was influenced by street art and
graffiti and later added to it, excited by
the opportunity to share his work with
the entire city. His range of work
includes drawings, canvas work,
murals, prints and even clothing and
other merchandise.
"Each work is like a page from a book
written in a universal, visual language
that everyone can understand," says
LeCrue. "I search for self-expression
and communication in all art forms,
and the same goes for my work. I
create spontaneously out of the
present state of my subconscious, and
I end up learning a lot about myself as I
paint."

Private Collection Installation

Artistic inspirations:
Family
Ambitions
Goals
"I always have a message for
children in my work."

Sneak Peak: New Work
by Anine Cecile Iverson

Visit our Website

Consignment Collection

Carroll Cloar, Untitled, graphite on paper, 38 x 29 in // LINK

Tim Crowder, Untitled Diptych, acrylic on canvas with carvings, 18.5 x 15 in // LINK

Click Here to Browse our Consignment
Collection

Funny of the Week

Goetze Art & Design is a Memphis-based, curated gallery-on-the-go. We connect
our clients to extraordinary artists both in the United States and globally while
providing unparalleled art concierge services, including consignments and inhome viewings. Connect with us:
See our full inventory online.
goetzeartanddesign@gmail.com



